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Study of pressure-induced amorphization in sulfur using ab initio molecular dynamics
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Mlynska´ Dolina F2, 842 48 Bratislava, Slovakia
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We report results of ab initio constant-pressure molecular dynamics simulations of sulfur com-
pression leading to structural transition and pressure-induced amorphization. Starting from the
orthorhombic S-I phase composed of S8 ring molecules we find at room temperature and pressure
of 20 GPa a transformation to monoclinic phase where half of the molecules develop a different
conformation. Upon further compression, the monoclinic phase undergoes pressure-induced amor-
phization into an amorphous phase, in agreement with experiments. We study the dynamics of
the amorphization transition and investigate the evolution of intra and intermolecular distances in
the monoclinic phase in order to provide a microscopic insight into the rings disintegration process
leading to amorphization. In the amorphous form we examine the structural properties and discuss
its relation to the experimentally found amorphous form and to underlying crystal phases as well.
The amorphous form we find appears to correspond to the experimentally observed low density
amorphous form.
PACS numbers: 61.43.Bn, 61.43.Dq, 61.43.-j, 64.70.kg
I. INTRODUCTION
Pressure is a key external variable determining struc-
ture and properties of solids. The most dramatic effect
induced by pressure are structural transformations be-
tween different crystalline phases. Providing access to
number of polymorphs, pressure-induced structural tran-
sitions are of academic as well as practical interest in
solid-state physics and materials science. Besides tran-
sitions between stable or metastable crystalline forms,
transitions from crystal to amorphous form have been ob-
served in various materials, such as H2O
1, Si2, SiO2
3, etc.
The process has been called pressure-induced amorphiza-
tion (PIA) and since it was first studied in compressed
ice1 its nature as well as the character of the amorphous
form created in this way has been extensively discussed
(see Refs.4,5 for a detailed review on this topic). Open
questions include a number of issues. First is the connec-
tion of the amorphous form created in this way to liquid
or crystalline phase. It was recognized that it might be
structurally connected either to higher-temperature liq-
uid phase (and its corresponding glass), or, alternatively,
could represent a disordered version of some underly-
ing crystalline phase. Another discussion concerns the
mechanism of PIA and its thermodynamical description.
PIA has been originally explained as metastable melting,
recognizing that compressed ice amorphized upon cross-
ing the negatively sloped melting line of water extrap-
olated to low temperatures1. Another scenario referred
as mechanical melting is based on observation that the
structure collapse might be driven by elastic or lattice
instabilities (by softening of certain elastic or phonon
shear modes) at high pressure conditions6,7. Upon ap-
proaching PIA, it has been commonly observed that the
x-ray diffraction patterns become less crystalline suggest-
ing that creation of defects often precede the phenomenon
of PIA.
In some materials the existence of more amorphous
forms that differ in density and microscopic struc-
ture has been observed. This phenomenon was called
polyamorphism, analogously to polymorphism. It has
been found that at least two different forms exist which
have been called low-density-amorphous (LDA) and high-
density-amorphous (HDA) forms. Polyamorphism was
first observed in compressed ice8 and since then has
been experimentally and theoretically studied in a num-
ber of other common elements and compounds like
Si2,9, Ge10, SiO2
11,12, etc. While in some cases the
amorphous-amorphous transition (AAT) was found to be
sharp8–10, in other systems it was observed to proceed
gradually11,13. The sharpness of the transition might
also be temperature dependent, as observed, e.g. in SiO2,
where densification is promoted at elevated temperatures
in certain pressure region associated with the ”reversibil-
ity window”12,14. Similarly to the case of PIA, it has been
found that there could be a connection of AAT to liquid-
liquid transition at higher temperatures or to thermody-
namical crystal-crystal transformation (see Refs.15–17 for
a review on the phenomenon of AAT).
Recently the existence of PIA as well as of polyamor-
phism has been reported also in sulfur18–20. Sulfur is one
of the most common and important elements and its crys-
tal structure at ambient conditions belongs to the most
complex ones found among pure elements. Sulfur was ex-
perimentally studied in the pressure range from 0 to 230
GPa and at least ten different stable crystal structures
have been identified. Thermodynamic phase diagram of
sulfur is presented in Fig. 1. The diagram is based on
data from number of experiments18,21–29.
The stable structure of sulfur at ambient conditions is
orthorhombic structure S-I which is highly complex as its
unit cell consists of 128 atoms in 16 S8 ring molecules.
At temperatures close to melting curve, S-I transforms to
S-II upon pressure increase at 1.5 GPa and if thereafter
2FIG. 1: (Color online) Thermodynamic phase dia-
gram of sulfur. True thermodynamic stability regions
of some phases are uncertain because large hysteresis
on compression/decompression has been observed in the
experiments22,23. Existence of some other crystalline phases
is proposed by numerical simulations30–32.
quenched to room temperature, S-II transforms further
to S-III at 36 GPa23. The structures of S-II and S-III are
similar - both are polymeric and consist of chains. S-II
is trigonal and formed by molecules with shape of trian-
gular chains and S-III is tetragonal with square-shaped
chains22,23,26,33. Both structures are very different from
the molecular S-I phase and therefore one can expect
that they are separated from S-I by high energy barriers.
The complex transition mechanism between molecular
and polymeric sulfur needs to include bond breaking in
S8 molecules and complete reorganization of the entire
structure.
At pressures over 83 GPa, S-III transforms into aperi-
odic incommensurately (IC) modulated monoclinic phase
S-IV25,27,34. Further increase of pressure above 135 GPa
results into formation of phase S-V with rhombohedral β-
Po structure24–26,35. The high-pressure phases of sulfur
exhibit different electrical properties. While low-pressure
phases up to S-II are insulating, S-III is a semiconduc-
tor and S-IV and higher-pressure phases are found to be
metallic and superconducting29,34,36–39.
Sulfur at ambient pressure melts at 115◦C21 and then
upon rising temperature undergoes a liquid-liquid transi-
tion at around 160◦C40–42 from S8 molecular liquid to vis-
cous polymeric liquid with rubberlike properties43 that is
metallic44. The process of ring-opening polymerization
resulting into creation of helical chains was simulated
in Refs.45,46. By rapid quenching of this sulfur melt,
amorphous version of solid sulfur that contains polymeric
chains is created. Very stable version of amorphous sul-
fur prepared by a rapid compression to 2 GPa has been
recently reported47.
Because of high barriers separating S-I from polymeric
phases one can expect strong kinetic effects and metasta-
bility, in particular at low temperatures. Indeed, it was
found that at room temperature compression of S-I re-
sults in a transformation to S-III only when pressure
of 36 GPa is reached, thus completely skipping the S-
II structure23. Metastability of the S-I molecular phase
is found also in all experiments observing PIA, upon ap-
proaching the pressure of amorphization18–20.
Luo and Ruoff18 compressed S-I at room temperature
and found a transition to a monoclinic phase at about
5 GPa. It was, however, not possible to determine the
exact structure of this phase. Upon further increase of
pressure they observed a reversible amorphization start-
ing at 18 GPa and completed at 25 GPa. Between 18
and 25 GPa they observed significant decrease in inten-
sity and increase in width of diffraction peaks resulting
in lower number of diffraction peaks observed. Recrystal-
lization to an unknown phase was observed at 37 GPa35.
Similar results were observed in Ref.48.
In Ref.18 authors proposed two possible mechanisms of
PIA. In the first scenario the system attempts to trans-
form into new structure but remains trapped in disor-
dered state before completing the transition because of
insufficient mobility of the atoms which does not allow
the reorganization of the structure. The second sce-
nario represents amorphization triggered by intramolec-
ular bond breaking.
In Ref.20, Gregoryanz et al. studied amorphization of
sulfur at room temperature and below. They also ob-
served that diffraction reflections first start to broaden
and decrease in intensity at 25 GPa between 80 K and
175 K. Subsequently, PIA takes place and is completed at
47 GPa at 80 K, at 45 GPa at 175 K and at 37 GPa at 300
K. In addition to PIA, Ref.19 reported the observation of
LDA-HDA polyamorphic transition in sulfur above 65
GPa at temperature 40 K. According to the density and
coordination number measured for these forms, authors
suggested that the LDA and HDA forms might corre-
spond to their crystalline counterparts, namely polymeric
S-III and metallic S-IV. They also pointed out that there
is a crossing of the S-III/S-IV phase boundary behind the
LDA-HDA transition. However, they also admit the pos-
sibility that besides a genuine polyamorphism the exper-
imental data might be also compatible with the creation
of small nanocrystals in the sample. This cannot be dis-
tinguished from the genuine amorphous form within the
resolution of the x-ray diffraction technique.
In this paper we aim at resolving the open questions
concerning the PIA and polyamorphism in sulfur by
means of ab initio constant-pressure molecular dynamics.
Both Refs.18,20 indicate that before PIA the structure
undergoes substantial changes. It is plausible to assume
that in the conditions of strong overpressurization the
S8 molecules do not remain intact and become distorted
even before the onset of PIA. Since it was not possi-
ble to determine the precise character of these structural
changes experimentally, it appears useful to complement
the experiments by computer simulation. This could also
shed light on the microscopic mechanism of the PIA and
help to understand the subsequent polyamorphic transi-
tion. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we
present the simulation method. In section 3 we describe
the simulation protocol and discuss the results and com-
pare them to experimental data. In the final section we
3draw some conclusions.
II. SIMULATION METHODS AND RESULTS
To perform ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) simu-
lations we used VASP package49–52. To simulate system
under constant pressure, we used the idea based on the
Berendsen barostat53. After performing 20 MD steps
with time step of 2 fs in constant supercell (total simu-
lated time of 40 fs), we rescaled parameters of the super-
cell according to the difference of external pressure Pext
and instantaneous internal pressure in the system Pint
following the Berendsen scheme. We note that our pro-
cedure is slightly different from the original one53 because
we do not apply the scaling at every MD step.
The cell matrix h = (~a,~b,~c) where the three vectors
~a,~b,~c span the simulation supercell, together with atomic
positions ri and velocities vi were transformed by the
scaling matrix µ following the rule
h→ µh, ri → µri, vi → µvi,
µ = 1− β∆t
3τP
(Pext −Pint),
where β is the bulk modulus of the system, ∆t is the
time step of the transformation (40 fs in our case) and
τP is the relaxation time scale defining how quickly the
algorithm responds to pressure fluctuations (only the β∆t
3τP
ratio is relevant).
All simulations were performed on a sample consisting
of 512 atoms in a supercell (generated as 2× 2× 1 super-
cell of S-I unit cell) with periodic boundary conditions.
The core electrons were dealt with the projector aug-
mented wave (PAW) pseudopotential method54,55. Each
atom contributed to the electronic problem with 6 elec-
trons from 3s2 and 3p4 sulfur valence orbitals. These
electrons were treated by means of density functional
theory (DFT) within the generalized gradient approxi-
mation (GGA) in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof56 (PBE)
scheme. The Kohn-Sham equations57 were solved in a
plane wave basis set with energy cutoff of 360 eV. Since
the supercell was fairly large (22 × 27 × 25 A˚ at 0 GPa)
the k-point grid was well approximated by taking only
the Γ-point.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Simulation protocol
The simulation protocol together with the experimen-
tal data for amorphous sulfur from Refs.18–20 is schemat-
ically shown on Fig. 2. We started the simulation from
the optimized S-I structure at 0 GPa and 0 K and initially
heated the system at zero pressure to 300 K. Afterwards
we gradually increased pressure in 10 GPa steps keep-
ing the temperature at 300 K. We allowed the system to
equilibrate for 4 ps at pressures up to 30 GPa and for
FIG. 2: (Color online) Simulation protocol of the present
study (red dots and arrows) along experimental data for
amorphous sulfur from Ref.18 (green), Ref.20 (brown) and
Refs.15,19 (LDA and HDA forms in light and dark blue).
Three amorphization points are marked by bold circles.
10-30 ps at higher pressures where substantial structural
changes take place. At 20 GPa we observed a transition
to a new molecular phase with monoclinic lattice formed
by S8 molecules with two different conformations. Upon
further increase of pressure to 40 GPa we observed ini-
tial creation of structural defects in molecular structure
where few bond interchanges between nearby molecules
were present. From this point, we proceeded with sim-
ulation along three different paths. We extended the 40
GPa simulation up to nearly 30 ps which gave us access
to detailed information about early stages of PIA. Sec-
ond, after 4 ps run at 40 GPa, we increased pressure to
50 GPa and beyond, keeping the system at room temper-
ature. Third, we increased both pressure to 50 GPa and
temperature to 600 K in order to further accelerate PIA.
PIA in our simulations was therefore observed at three
different P-T conditions. The amorphous state created
at 50 GPa thereafter persisted to very high P-T points
(150 GPa, 500 K) and (100 GPa, 800 K) with no sign
of progress in recrystallization or transition to different
amorphous form (Fig. 2).
In the following subsections we discuss in detail the
properties of the monoclinic phase, analyze the origin
and dynamics of the PIA transformation and study the
properties of the amorphous form. We shall denote the
monoclinic and amorphous forms found in our simula-
tions as m-S and a-S.
B. Monoclinic sulfur
As we increased pressure from 10 GPa to 20 GPa, the
supercell of S-I distorted by lowering the α angle from 90◦
to 86.5◦ at 40 GPa according to MD simulations at 300
K and subsequent geometric optimization at zero tem-
perature. This change of supercell is compatible with
change of lattice symmetry from orthorhombic to mono-
clinic. At the same time half of the originally identical S8
4FIG. 3: (Color online) Comparison of type A - a)-c) and
type B - d)-e) molecules and visualization of m-S structure.
Yellow (lighter) spheres represent mass centers of original type
A molecules and orange (darker) spheres represent centers
of deformed type B molecules. Pictures were generated by
Jmol60.
molecules deformed to less symmetric form. We denote
these deformed S8 molecules in m-S as type B and the
original ones as type A.
Type A molecules are naturally most common 8-atomic
ring-puckered D4d isomer with crown shape
21,58,59. This
isomer forms α, β and γ-S structures and is also present
in liquid sulfur. Type B molecules originated from defor-
mation of type A molecules and possess lower C2 sym-
metry. Their shape is shown and compared to the D4d
isomer in Fig. 3 together with the schematic view on the
structure of m-S.
As far as m-S appears to be a new structure of sul-
fur, we optimized the 128 atom cell representing quar-
ter of the simulation supercell. The relation of m-S to
monoclinic-S found by Luo and Ruoff could not be de-
termined because structural data for this phase are not
available. We were not able to find the exact space group
symmetry for this complex monoclinic phase with large
unit cell.
We also calculated the equation of states (EOS) of S-I
and m-S to compare their relative stability. According to
the calculated EOS, we found that m-S at zero temper-
ature is more stable than S-I at pressures greater than
29 GPa. We also found that optimization of the m-S
unit cell at 50 GPa and higher pressures resulted into
formation of amorphous form directly during structural
optimization. This leads to the conclusion that 50 GPa
is the upper limit of the metastability of molecular m-S
structure and beyond 50 GPa m-S cannot exist anymore.
C. Mechanism and dynamics of pressure-induced
amorphization
The 30 ps simulation run at 40 GPa gives us access
to detailed information about the early stages of PIA.
On Fig. 4 we show the evolution of the system density
from the beginning of compression (at 0 ps) from 30 to
40 GPa till the end of the 40 GPa run. In this figure,
the elastic and non-elastic parts of the density increase
can be clearly recognized. The increase of density from
3.63 to 3.94 g cm−3 at 1.5 ps corresponds to the elas-
tic compression of molecular m-S. At 1.5 ps, the pres-
sure in the system is equilibrated to external 40 GPa,
and the m-S structure in next 6.5 ps does not undergo
any change. At 8 ps, however, the system spontaneously
starts to amorphize and one can see a step-wise decrease
of volume persisting until 21 ps of the MD run. Volume
reduction during amorphization is accompanied by fur-
ther decrease of the monoclinic angle from 86.5◦ to 83.2◦
in a-S at the end of the MD run. The resulting amor-
phous version of sulfur at 40 GPa has density of 4.04 g
cm−3 that corresponds to density increase of 2.54% from
m-S at 40 GPa. It is plausible to assume that the com-
pression would further continue if longer simulation times
were accessible. Amorphous versions of sulfur obtained
at pressure of 50 GPa and temperatures of 300 and 600 K
were investigated to much higher pressures (to 150 GPa
in lower and to 100 GPa in higher temperature branch).
We did not observe any significant jump in density that
could be associated with the LDA to HDA polyamorphic
transition. The graph of densities of sulfur from 10 to
150 GPa together with the data from Refs.15,19 is shown
in Fig. 5. Together with the increase of density, the pro-
cess of amorphization between 8 ps and 21 ps leads into
an increase of average energy while enthalpy decreases by
30 meV per particle.
Since during the amorphization transformation the
atoms are likely to diffuse over finite distances away
from their original positions in the crystalline phase we
computed the time-dependent mean square displacement
∆r2(t) (MSD) of atoms and molecular mass-centers in or-
der to monitor the diffusion during amorphization. The
values of ∆r2(t) are evaluated as
∆r2(t) =
〈
(r(t)− r0)
2
〉
N
,
where r0,i are the initial positions which are subtracted
from the actual ones at every time step. We have plotted
the time-dependent MSD of atoms and mass-centers for
m-S and a-S at 40 GPa in the inset of Fig. 4. From the
graph, one can see a clear difference between the char-
acter of MSD in crystalline and amorphous sulfur in the
time interval where both phases exist. The crystalline
case is recognized by a constant value of MSD between 1.5
and 8 ps, while during the amorphization, MSD of atoms
and mass-centers grows even after 28 ps. This shows that
despite volume is stabilized at 21 ps, the structure con-
tinues to evolve as amorphization proceeds. This also
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Density relaxation during m-S→a-S
transition at 40 GPa. Elastic compression of m-S completed in
1.5 ps is followed by 6.5 ps run when m-S remains crystalline.
At 8 ps the amorphization starts and in the following 13 ps
the system undergoes non-elastic volume compression. (Inset)
Mean square displacement ∆r2(t) as a function of time for
atoms (upper black curve) and ring mass centers (lower red
curve) for the entire MD run at 40 GPa. The MSD curves
have clearly distinct character in the crystalline m-S, where
MSD stabilizes at constant value until amorphization begins
at 8 ps, and after 8 ps, where it starts to grow rapidly. The
curves of the MSD still grow till the end of the run which
means that the amorphization process is not yet completed
and further density increase could be expected if considerably
longer simulation times were available.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Comparison of bond length and near-
est intermolecular distance distributions in S-I at 10 GPa and
in m-S at 20-40 GPa. The structure of m-S becomes unsta-
ble at 40 GPa where the distributions start to overlap. The
structure of m-S at 40 GPa contains some bonds between dif-
ferent molecules (defects) that are represented by the small
peak around the sulfur covalent diameter of 2.04 A˚. The dis-
tribution at 40 GPa is averaged over 6.5 ps interval of m-S
existence.
points to the intrinsic time-scale limitation of the ab ini-
tio study since following the evolution of this fairly large
system over substantially longer time, although very de-
sirable, would be prohibitively expensive.
In molecular crystals at low pressure the intermolec-
ular distances between atoms are typically much larger
than the corresponding intramolecular ones. Upon com-
pression the former ones decrease as the molecules ap-
proach each other and when the two kinds of distances
become comparable a transition from molecular to non-
molecular, or polymeric phase, may take place. Examples
are N2
61, CO2
62, etc. It is plausible to assume that a sim-
ilar scenario may apply here. In particular, the PIA of
the strongly overpressurized ring-molecular phase could
be triggered as the molecules approach each other closely.
In order to check this possibility we focused on the evo-
lution of intramolecular bond lengths and intermolecular
distances upon increasing pressure. Compression of m-
S leads to considerable decrease in intermolecular space,
while the intramolecular bond lengths remain practically
unchanged. We also observed a lowering of the bond an-
gles in molecules from 107◦ at 10 GPa to 97◦ at 40 GPa.
In Fig. 6 we present the distributions of the nearest
neighbors (n.n.) intramolecular distances (bond lengths)
and the nearest intermolecular distances in S-I and m-S
at pressures from 10 to 40 GPa. Every molecule con-
tributes with 8 values to both histograms and the nearest
intermolecular distance is defined as the closest distance
between the atom and all atoms in other molecules.
We see that up to the pressure of 30 GPa the two dis-
tributions are clearly separated and do not overlap. Un-
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Evolution of the nearest intermolecular
distance distribution during amorphization at 40 GPa. Start-
ing from the defective m-S at 1.5 ps, the histogram moves left
as more and more atoms make their bonds with surrounding
molecules. Distribution at 50 GPa, where most of the atoms
bond to other molecules, is shown for comparison.
der these conditions the molecular phase persists. At 40
GPa, we see that the intermolecular distribution develops
a small peak located around the sulfur bond length. This
points to the existence of structural defects in m-S where
certain atoms from different molecules start bonding.
Even without existence of defects, the figure reveals
that at 40 GPa molecules interact strongly as their intra
and intermolecular distances distributions start to over-
lap. We note that in experiment at room temperature
the PIA was observed at 37 GPa20 which is in perfect
agreement with our results. The data suggest that PIA
is likely to be primarily driven by the overlap of these
two distributions, similarly to other cases of molecular
to non-molecular transformation in crystals.
This scenario is further confirmed by analyzing the dy-
namics of the early stages of the PIA. We show in Fig. 7
the evolution of the nearest intermolecular distances his-
tograms averaged over short time intervals at 12, 15 and
at 27 ps of the 40 GPa run. As presented in the figure,
the character of the nearest intermolecular distance dis-
tribution considerably changes at 12 ps when it develops
a major peak weighted around the sulfur bond length.
At the end of the 40 GPa run, many of the atoms are al-
ready forming covalent bonds with atoms from different -
previously separated molecules. By visual inspection we
also find that the amorphization process proceeds mainly
around the original structural defects.
In order to further clarify the amorphization transfor-
mation, we also study the interactions between type A
and type B molecules separately. In Fig. 8 we show
the evolution of the number of intramolecular distances
longer than 2.15 A˚ for A and B molecules. (This limit
has been conventionally chosen and is 5.4 % longer than
sulfur covalent diameter 2.04 A˚). The number of bond
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Number of intramolecular distances
longer than 2.15 A˚ in type A molecules (black lower curve)
and in type B molecules (red upper curve). The numbers
are normalized such that they represent an average number
of bonds longer than the limit per one molecule of certain
type. Amorphization at 40 GPa starting at 8 ps is represented
by rapid growth of both curves as intramolecular bonds are
progressively broken. At the end of the run, roughly half of
the bonds in molecules is broken.
lengths longer than 2.15 A˚ in type B molecules is always
somewhat greater than in A molecules indicating that
type B molecules are more likely to develop bond break-
ings than A molecules.
As a complementary information to bond lengths evo-
lution, on Fig. 9 we investigate the number of intermolec-
ular distances shorter than 2.2 A˚ (close intermolecular
approachings) for A-A, B-B and A-B pairs separately.
The figure confirms that B molecules are indeed more in-
volved in the early stages of amorphization which starts
by a sudden increase of the number of the B-B approach-
ings at 8 ps. Only after next two picoseconds, molecules
A and B start to mix together as the A-B curve starts to
grow after 10 ps. The mixing of A molecules starts even
later, 3 ps after the beginning of A-B mixing. At the end
of the run at 40 GPa, approximately 30 % of all atoms
have one atom from a different molecule closer than 2.2
A˚, in average. This clearly shows that the amorphization
at 40 GPa proceeds slowly and even after 30 ps we still
observe early stages of the process.
Altogether, the analysis of bond lengths and inter-
molecular distances evolution during amorphization pro-
vides interesting information about the ring disintegra-
tion process leading to amorphization. In particular,
we identify the different role played by the A and B
molecules.
In order to further characterize the transition from
crystalline to disordered structure, we also note that the
mean intramolecular distance between previously identi-
fied n.n. grew from 2.06 A˚ in m-S at 40 GPa to 2.60 A˚ in
a-S at 50 GPa. Although this quantity no longer rep-
resents any kind of bond length, it provides information
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Number of intermolecular distances
shorter than 2.2 A˚ between type A molecules (lower green
curve), between type B molecules (middle red curve) and be-
tween A-B molecules mixed (blue upper curve). Amorphiza-
tion starting at 8 ps corresponds to the first increase of the
B-B curve followed by rapid A-B mixing starting at 10 ps and
mixing between A molecules that starts another 3 ps later.
The normalization is chosen such that the sum of all three
graphs represents an average number of the intermolecular
distances shorter than 2.2 A˚ per one molecule. (Note that
there are more than twice as many possible connections for
A-B pairs than for A-A and B-B pairs).
about the amount of diffusion in the system, in addition
to the previously shown time-dependent MSD.
D. Amorphous form
S-I at ambient pressure is a soft material with β = 7.7
GPa. This reflects the presence of fairly large intermolec-
ular space. The crystal to amorphous form transition
at 40 GPa is accompanied by sharp increase of density
(Figs. 4 and 5) possibly indicating the first-order nature
of the transition as suggested in Ref.19.
After obtaining a-S at 50 GPa, we performed further
simulations at higher pressures and also at higher tem-
peratures (Fig. 2). Even at the highest pressure of 150
GPa and elevated temperature of 800 K at 100 GPa we
have not found any evidence of recrystallization or tran-
sition to a distinct amorphous form. On the contrary,
we have found a-S created at 50 GPa to remain without
any serious change of structure, except for slow equilibra-
tion of the first peak of the radial distribution function
(RDF) of a-S, as will be discussed later. The lack of ob-
servation of recrystallization in our simulations was most
likely caused by short time scale of our simulations. In
principle, the non-observation of transition to HDA form,
if this indeed exists, could be related to the same time
scale problem.
In Fig. 10, we present the RDFs of m-S at 40 GPa and
a-S at 40, 50 and 70 GPa. The decrease of the first peak
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FIG. 10: (Color online) Comparison of RDFs of m-S at 40
GPa (black circled curve) and a-S at 40 GPa (red down trian-
gles), at 50 GPa (turquoise squares) and at 70 GPa and 800
K (blue up triangles). Similarity of RDFs at 40 GPa reflects
close relation of 40 GPa a-S to m-S. RDF of a-S at 70 GPa
corresponds quite well to the experimental g(r) in Ref.19 even
though simulated g(r) is not fully equilibrated.
maximum and the filling of the first minimum is a conse-
quence of breaking of intramolecular bonds. As molecules
start to disintegrate and make more bonds with other
molecules, the first two peaks start merging, although
second peak remains recognizable even to highest P-T
conditions investigated in our simulations. This persist-
ing first peak separation indicates that some short-range
order of m-S remains present during simulated PIA, since
there is still some abundance of the next-to-n.n. dis-
tances. This implies that our a-S still contains some
fragments of the original S8 molecules.
Next, we analyze the properties of a-S and its corre-
spondence to the LDA form from Ref.19. We find that
a-S and LDA are indeed very similar, but the possible re-
lation of a-S to some underlying crystalline phase could
not be clearly identified.
First, we observe that the RDF of a-S corresponds
quite well to the RDF of LDA from Ref.19. We refer
to the resemblance between the RDF of LDA at 65 GPa
(Ref.19) and the RDF of a-S at 70 GPa shown in blue in
Fig. 10. The agreement of the densities between a-S and
LDA is also very good, especially at 60 GPa.
Next, we find that the value of the coordination num-
ber in a-S at 50 GPa is NC = 16.2 (for rc = 3.65 A˚) and
NC = 16.1 at 70 GPa (rc = 3.5 A˚) which is again in close
agreement with the experimental value of 16.1 at 65 GPa
from Ref.19. This suggests that our a-S is indeed similar
to the experimentally observed LDA form.
Now, we discuss the suggestion put forward in Ref.19,
namely that the LDA form might be structurally related
to crystal phase S-III. This suggestion was based on the
comparison of density and coordination number, which is
17 in S-III for the same rc radius as for LDA. This relation
8also seems plausible taking into account the positions of
the two forms in the phase diagram.
While NC in the S-III phase calculated to the first LDA
minimum is 17, we found that NC for m-S at 40 GPa
with cutoff rc = 3.8 A˚ (which is the first minimum of a-S
at 40 GPa), equals 15.9. We note that in case of m-S
the distance of 3.8 A˚ naturally corresponds to the second
RDF minimum at 40 GPa. Therefore the simulated a-S
could also be structurally related to its parent phase m-S,
rather than to S-III.
Change of the structure of sulfur under pressure is also
accompanied by change of its electronic properties. We
found that the amorphization at 40 and at 50 GPa is also
accompanied by metallization. According to the com-
puted electronic density of states (eDOS), we found m-S
to be an insulator up to 30 GPa with energy band gap of
0.4 eV at 20 GPa and 0.1 eV at 30 GPa. At 40 GPa, we
found a small elevation of the eDOS minimum at Fermi
energy to a non-zero value before amorphization of m-S
started. In case of a-S at 40 GPa and at higher pres-
sures, we find the amorphous form to be metallic. Due
to the well-known problem of underestimation of energy
gap in DFT calculations using approximate exchange-
correlation functionals it is possible that the true gaps in
respective phases might be larger.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We performed ab initio constant-pressure MD simu-
lations of elemental sulfur on a sample containing 512
atoms. We observed two transitions - from S-I to m-S
at 20 GPa and from m-S to a-S at 40 and 50 GPa. The
structure of m-S is similar to S-I and might correspond
to monoclinic-S observed by Luo and Ruoff in Ref.18.
It consists of distorted (called type B) and undistorted
(type A) S8 molecules. While the a-S form we found
appears rather similar to the experimentally found LDA
form from Ref.19, we did not find a subsequent transi-
tion to HDA form. This could either reflect a too short
time scale of our simulations, or the possibility put for-
ward in Ref.19 that the observed LDA and HDA form
might actually have nanocrystalline structure. The possi-
ble relation of a-S to underlying crystal phase is not clear
since we found similarities to both m-S and S-III. The
density-driven amorphization process starts at 40 GPa
when the distributions of nearest intra and intermolecu-
lar distances begin to overlap. This leads to bond inter-
changes and eventually to molecular disintegration and
formation of structurally disordered phase. We found
that in the early stages of the amorphization process
the B molecules are substantially more involved than A
molecules. It would be interesting to obtain, if possible,
high-quality diffraction pattern for the crystalline struc-
ture before PIA and compare it to our m-S.
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